
   

What are we learning this term in Primary 5/6? 

Term 2 - 27 October – December 2020 

Primary 5/6 have had a great start to term two and I am really excited for what’s to come! The key 

focus for this term is Literacy, Maths and Numeracy and Health and Wellbeing. Primary 5/6 will 

contine to enjoy a STEM input from Mrs Dixon and an ART input from Mr Velander once a week. I 

will also be introducing a mini topic on natural disasters. We will utilise our ICT time to research this 

topic. Mrs Smith is excited to be teaching Primary 5/6 every Wednesday this term.  

 

 

Literacy & English 

Literacy Circles will be used this term to develop pupils recipricol reading skills. Literacy Circles 

is a structured method of guided reading where the pupils are gradually taught to take on 

group roles to explore and find meaning in texts. Literacy Circles emphasises teamwork and 

supports independent comprehension skills. We will also continue to have ERIC time everyday 

to promote a reading culture and reading for enjoyment.  

  

There will also be an emphasis on Spanish and French this term.  

 

Mathematics & Numeracy 

We will be learning about fractions, decimals and percentages this term. This will cover a 

range of areas, such as mixed number fractions, improper fractions, equivelant fractions, 

fractions in their simplest form, fractions of amounts and converting fractions to decimals and 

percentages. We will be learning this through a range of practical and visual activities. 

 

Primary 5/6 will be learnig about compass directions and mapping with Mrs Smith on a 

Wednesday.   

Health & Well-Being 

This terms building resilience topics are ‘Be Resilient’ and ‘Keep Connected’. We will talk 

about the river of life and learn that everyone experiences ups and downs in their lives and 

that this is normal. The main focus of the ‘Keep Connected’ unit is the importance of 

relationships and the contribution other people make to our wellbeing. This unit will go hand 

in hand with our continued focus on friendship. We will be continuing with our ‘Circle of 

Friends’ circle time and chain of kindness.  

For P.E. we will be focusing on fitness, games and hockey.  

Mrs Smith will be teaching Primary 5/6 about internet safety on a Wednesday.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
Parent and carer planning 

If you have any ideas or skills to share to support the children and myself in planning 

our learning, please share them below! 

We would love to hear from you! 
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